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From: Merilee Livingston 
To: tbehr@utah.gov 
Date: 3/18/2009 12:36 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Therm Wise Hearing DOCKET NO. 09-057-TO4 

>>> Brent Skousen <- > 3/18/2009 12:04 PM >>> 
As a residential home owner in West lordan3 have participated in and benefited from the ThermWise rebate program and 
am writing this to express my appreciation for it. 

The 35 cent rebate I received to insulate my attic made all the difference in deciding to get the insulation done. It not only 
enabled me financially to upgrade my attic insulation, but it made me aware of the need to get it done. I wouldn't have 
even considered spending money to insulate my attic had not someone shown me the need and explained the rebate 
savings. The savings was the ultimate factor causing me to insulate. 

Now that it is done, the whole family notices the difference in comfort. My wife noticed immediately the furnace turning on 
less frequently. We are on equal payment with Questar so we look forward to our next annual review to see how much 
savings we will benefit from our lower utility bills. 

I want to thank you for the program and hope you will extend it for those many homeowners who haven't known enough to 
take advantage of it. I think the word is just barely getting out. I have been successfully promoting it to all my extended 
family and friends and I think word of mouth is just now making a big impact. 

For them, I hope you continue this opportunity. 

Thank You! 

Brent Skousen 

[PS - I've seen the Thermwise advertisements on TV but they meant nothing to me - I just didn't get it, nor did I really care. 
It wasn't until a contractor got my attention that I realized what this program is all about. They are the best advertising for 
the money that you've got, in my opinion.] 
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